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Inside this exquisite coloring book for grownups are 96 ready-to-color art activities that will transport
you to a dream world of delightful gardens. Each illustration is so richly detailed that it might take
you hours to complete just one page. But you don t need to have the skills of an artist to personalize
these intricate drawings.Â Talented artist Valentina Harper provides easy-to-follow tips on her
distinctive patterning techniques. And as an added bonus, best-selling craft author Marie Browning
joins the fun with beautiful coloring examples. Printed on high quality extra-thick paper that won t
bleed through, all pages are pre-perforated for easy removal and display. Whether you use markers,
gel pens, watercolors, or colored pencils, this big book is the perfect way to relax and enjoy coloring.
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I went to Michaels yesterday and picked this book out of about 25 different books on mandalas and
tangles. Paid full price, could not use a coupon and decided to check the cost here. Much better
price here, wish I'd waited. The book contains mandalas, flowers, and animals. Designs are printed
on only one side with perforated edges. I really like the spiral binding because I will be printing the
designs to use for other art projects, painting and woodburning.

This is a 4.5 star book-- I absolutely love it, but also have some problems with it.The pros:The
designs are whimsical and fun, with enough crazy details to keep the pressure of trying to make a
picture realistic away.The spiral binding makes the book much easier to handle, staying open on the

one page being worked on.The paper is very nice. It handles various mediums well, with no bleed
through.The cons:There are very few designs that can be described as Mandalas.The designs are
very similar, with the details being consistent through them.Gel pens smear easily. They dry slowly,
and the large pages make it hard not to come in contact with areas that have been worked on
earlier.I absolutely would buy this book again, and will probably buy more by the same illustrator.

Valentina has done it again! I wish I could give this book ten stars. If you are looking for hours of
quality calming coloring this is the book for you! I LOVE all of Valentina's beautiful pictures. They're
very detailed and have so much more to offer than your average adult coloring book. From flowers,
animals, inspirational quotes, coffee cups, paint brushes, guitars, trees, botanicals, leaves, and I
could go on and on for hours! The pictures are quite detailed with a lot of little circles which I feel like
really brings your creativity to the surface. This book is one of the ultimate treasury books. Super
thick with a spiral bound side. It teaches patterning techniques, coloring techniques, etc. I would
have to say there are nearly one hundred pages in this book and you will never find anything boring.
The pages are thick there's absolutely no concern for bleed through due to markers or gel pens.
Each page can also be torn out neatly and framed or sent to someone whatever you'd like to do with
it! On the back of each page there is also an inspirational quote and who doesn't want to see
positivity when doing something they love? Some even have facts about different people and what
their roles were and what they became famous for etc. if you are looking for the ultimate coloring
book order now! You get way more bang for your buck and there isn't one picture you won't enjoy
taking on. Your creativity will be all over the place. This book truly is calming to me I have awful
anxiety and as soon as I start to feel anxious I pick a page and run with it and it's like your problems
just fade a way for a while. I really suggest this book to any and everyone! I love everything about it
and I feel like the true color lover will love it just as much! Put your wondering aside and buy this
book now, you'll want every book she makes! Such an awesome author and creator!

This is my first encounter with Adult Coloring books, even though I have liked sketching for years. I
ordered this and others same day, and I am enjoying the relaxation of doing the coloring and the
types of art designs in all of the books.I encourage all to think of these as great ideas for all ages
and I am a 75 year old that thinks it is a great gift for Mother's or Grand-Mothers (or Males in the
family) as a great Christmas Gift, along with some Gel Pens. I myself think the Sakura Gel pens
through are a great deal.

Great addition to my coloring book collection. The pages are printed on high-quality, extra thick
paper that won't bleed through, and the spiral binding makes it nice and easy to color while letting
you work on a flat page without the other one being in the way.The designs in this book are
beautiful, and you have a lot to work with... there are 96 pages, it's huge! :)

This book is amazing. I have seen some of these designs colored by other artists on the web and
many are new to me. This book has a huge variety of designs all with Valentina Harper's signature
circles within the design. This truly is a treasury with spiral binding, easy perforations, printed on one
side, and the sheer number of pages.

I looked through a lot of coloring books before choosing this one. It contains a large collection (96
pp) of mandala, floral, bird, and animal inspired designs along with some pre-colored pages for
inspiration. Pages are a smooth, medium weight. While I prefer to use colored pencil, I have also
used Staedtler fine liner pens without them bleeding through. I especially like the spiral-bound
format so that the book lies flat when I am coloring. Pages are perforated for easy removal if you
want to share. The only drawback is that perhaps the perforations tear too easily. Liked it so much I
sent the same one to my sister.

I like that it is spiral bound, is printed on one side of page, and paper quality is decent albeit a little
too smooth. Designs themselves contain more black ink than I realized they would....I don't like the
tiny circles contained within some of the drawings....would rather have more clear, open spaces.
Update: not really any 'mandalas' so I might to invest in a real mandala book
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